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COVID – 19: Golf Club Resource

Part 2: Community

What are you doing to foster a sense of community and keep

your members connected with the club?

What can golf club members do to support their club and make it

stronger out of this crisis?

Without your core product (the golf course) on offer during

Covid-19, what value are you adding to your members during this

time?

Over the next pages are their responses to our questions.

The current situation with the lockdown and Covid-19 virus has

brought up many challenges for golf clubs around membership

throughout the country.  To see what how clubs are coping with this

challenge we went to a number of clubs, golf club managers, and

districts and asked them the following questions:

What initiatives, if any, are you looking to implement to counter

any questions regarding membership reductions/rebates during

the Covid-19 lockdown period?
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What are you doing to foster a sense of community and

keep your members connected with the club?

Aiden Berry

Pegasus Golf Club

Manawatu Golf Club

Warren Collett

We have taken a stance to hold membership fees

during this period. As they have enough to worry

about we decided this was a time that as a club we

could be there to support our members, some of

whom have lost their jobs, many have been

impacted financially as they attempt to support

their staff. The response has been overwhelmingly

positive. 

We see this as paying it forward approach, it has really brought the

members together and will only stand to improve the amazing club

culture. 

 

Our coaching staff have been offering free advice during lockdown,

creating Youtube tips and remaining interactive on our members

social media platforms. Competitions run weekly like cooking/baking

competitions, golf challenges, and even Meme of the week have had

a great uptake.

Our weekly newsletter has been our key tool

reaching out to the membership. Many have made

contact during the lockdown but it has become

very frustrating when they can’t get near the

course. Prior to essential course maintenance

being introduced, the members were very

concerned about their course and the condition it

would be in. We will continue to keep passing on

any information we see as relevant and most of

correct.
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Hayden McCallum

Waitamata Golf Club

Paraparaumu Golf Club

Leo Malloy

Constant communication has been essential.

Making them all understand that we are in this

together and that we really appreciate their support.

We are also making it clear that members will be

receiving benefit before anyone else especially

when it comes to use of the golf course

Recently we have undertaken a series of podcast

style zoom interviews with prominent golfing

identities that have shared an affinity with our

club over the years.  They are about an hour a

long and as well as discussing their careers and

golfing journeys, we have also focused on

memories of their achievements at Paraparumu

Beach, favourite holes and why and thoughts

around opportunities post Covid 19.  These have

been really well received.

Michelle Campbell

Hastings Golf Club

Coming out the other side of this is huge.  We need

our members to be positive and remain loyal to

their clubs.  The support of F&B is going to be the

biggest area that will need to be emphasised and

regain trust in our members to make use of the

clubhouse as a safe environment.

What can golf club members do to support their club and

make it stronger out of this crisis?
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Travis Gawler

Hamilton Golf Club

Royal Wellington Golf Club

Dylan Lindstrom

Become promoters of their club, espousing the

benefits of membership at their club to friends and,

inviting them to play and experience it for themselves.

Engage in developing good ideas around for use in the long

trek back to normality.

Look for ways to redirect some of their usual

discretionary spend to their club – buying equipment,

taking lessons or using the bar/café/restaurant at the

club rather than elsewhere. We have worked with one

of our regular suppliers to offer wine specials to

members that they can order and have delivered

contact-free, with profits going back to the club.

1.

2.

Volunteer – There will be working bee’s at most clubs.3.

Norm Rapson

Palmerston North Golf Club

Be understanding about personal circumstances, provide

regular updates and seek their input into ideas to help

THEIR club. Explain the financial importance of keeping up

their subscriptions as their contribution to trying to help the

club.
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Without your core product (the golf course) on offer

during Covid-19, what value are you adding to your

members during this time?

Royal Wellington Golf Club

Pegasus Golf Club

Aiden Berry
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Dylan Lindstrom

Members that live locally to the club have benefitted by

being able to use the club for their daily walk or bike ride.

Fostering the sense of community and keeping members

connected is the biggest value in my opinion.

Offering access to virtual GYM workouts, partnering up

with Gym and PT providers to make content available to

members. Offering free coaching from salaried coaching

staff during lockdown via email and video chat. Partnering

with chef/cooks to provide recipes to membership.

Competitions run by sponsors to promote their businesses

during lockdown to the members to create more

opportunities for them post lockdown

Waitemata Golf Club

Hayden McCallum

Online videos, constant communication and also sponsor

offers. Those that are open for business such as butchers

and liquor are offering special deals for our members. Pro

tips have been well received and should hopefully flow on to

members getting involved in subsidised clinics post

lockdown. 
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Ttitirangi Golf Club

Te Awamutu Golf Club

David Seager
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Richard Nauck

We have offered a one month extension to their 2020-21

subscription.

I would challenge the notion that the golf course is the

core product, but only slightly.  I would say that the

course combined with the social aspect is the core

product.  Golf by yourself, with no comradery, no banter

before the round and no bar after the round is a much

inferior product.  So it’s a double whammy loosing the

course and clubhouses.  That’s important for us to

remember if and when we are allowed to “play”.  Without

the social, it’ll still be a hobbled product.

We have encouraged playing groups to continue to meet at the 19th hole at

their regular time via Zoom or similar apps.

We’ve provided plenty of playing and exercising tips

We’ve called some of our more isolated and / or vulnerable members, just to

check-in.

What initiatives, if any, are you looking to implement to

counter any questions regarding membership

reductions/rebates during the Covid-19 lockdown period?

Pegasus Golf Club

We have paid it forward with our members, the approach of

having members support us during this time is not one we

prescribe to. As this approach may not be possible for all it

was for us. This amount is not huge and can be recovered

over the coming years.

Aiden Berry
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Titirangi Golf Club

Richard Nauck

We continue to push a narrative that as a member your fees

are not payment for play, rather they are admittance to a

club that has a 110+ year legacy, that we intent building on

and growing for many years to come.  Because this has

been our narrative for a while, not just during the crisis,

anecdotally, it has significantly reduced the number of

questions you refer to.  When it does arise, it gives us a

chance to reiterate that narrative.

While we have no plans to reduce or rebate, we recognise that 2021 will pose a

challenge for many and the key time for us as a club is when it comes to

members deciding “can I afford to remain a member this coming year?”.  It is here

that we are looking at a number of key initiatives; from payment plans, to even a

deferred payments plan that will effectively lighten their monthly commitment

for a period of months until their cashflow recovers.

Otago Golf Club

Shelly Duncan

We went at it another way we asked our staff to reduce their

wages to 80% of the normal and we had 100% buy in which

we advised our membership of. Then we asked the

members who had subscriptions due as we couldn’t hold

our AGM if they would pay their fees before we could send

them a current invoice, to date we have had in excess

$50,000 of membership income. We have only had to

members not renew their membership because they had

lost their jobs.

We wouldn’t normally receive this income till June-July, this has given us some

certainty in cash flow going forward to pay wages etc going forward. We had just

completed a very good year financially and our membership has grown 10% in

the last 6 months, so the accounts are in great shape.

Tauranga Golf Club

Michelle Towersay

Hoping that members will be supportive and appreciate that

our costs continue regardless. Considering some of the

ideas in the NZG information sent out late last week. Green

Fee vouchers, maybe partnering with local clubs for some

green fee rounds
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Manawatu Golf Club

Warren Collett

Muriwai Golf Club

Andrew  Jackson

We have communicated to membership there will be no

rebates provided to them during the lockdown. We have

received very few queries from members regarding their

regular direct debits and if there are going to be any

rebates/refunds due to the club being closed during the

lockdown. There have been several “Zoom Meetings” held

during the lockdown with the Finance Committee working

extremely hard on forecasts etc. 

This may sound harsh to some of the membership but it is important we understand

all other income for the Club has ceased. Subscriptions have become a critical

revenue stream that will assist the club in meeting its continuing obligations of fixed

costs and future investment required to return the course to its high standards.

Membership were all informed the Club will continue to keep our full team of staff

employed during the lockdown and have applied for & received the wage subsidy to

assist during this period. As a membership club, every dollar we raise is reinvested in

our club. In the current situation now is the very time we need membership support

to ensure the asset we love and enjoy returns to what we had before as soon as

possible. We have asked all members to continue to support the club throughout this

time by viewing your membership contributions through this lockdown period as

key contributions for preserving the course and facilities. 

We are a non-profit “club” owned by the members, and that

the only way the club can survive financially is without

rebates or reductions.

The annual budget is set with a certain amount of revenue.

This revenue has been severely compromised recently, and

the last thing the club needs right now is to pay out rebates.
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